MAINTENANCE AND CARE OF YOUR ENCLOSURE
IMPORTANT! When your TV is not in use, you must leave the power to the enclosure on.
If power is switched off, the fans will not operate, and your TV may be damaged by heat.
The thermostat inside the enclosure must be set no higher than 30°C.
Cleaning the glass
§

Apollo Enclosures are equipped with a double-sided anti-glare tempered glass to ensure the best
possible viewing experience. To properly clean the glass, we recommend the use of a soft cotton or
microfiber cloth. Do not use paper towel, tissues, or rags as it may damage the coating on the glass
and leave lint behind.

§

For cleaning the glass, we recommend a standard 70/30 isopropyl alcohol / water mix. Do not use
Windex or any other ammonia-based glass cleaner as it may damage the special coating on
the glass or leave streaks.

§

Spray the cleaner on the soft cloth and gently clean the glass.

Dust filter
§

Remove the fasteners at the bottom of the front cover and tilt the bottom of the cover outward.

§

To clean the filters, slide the spring clips holding the filter to the side to remove the filter for cleaning.

§

Wash the filters with mild detergent and warm water to restore it to its dark charcoal color.
Important! After rinsing the filter, let it air dry before re-inserting in enclosure. Do not
squeeze the filter as it will cause the breakdown of the cells and damage the structure to
properly filter the air.

§

Once the filter is dry, lay it down over the airflow vent making sure to align it with the wire mesh.
Slide the spring clip back on top of the filter to hold the filter in place.

§

If there is damage to the filter, please contact Digi Screens to purchase a replacement.

Basic cleaning of enclosure
§
§

With a soft soapy cloth and warm water, wipe dirt, dust, sand, bird dropping, etc. from housing;
rinsing cloth frequently to avoid scratching powder coated aluminum from sand and grit.
Do not use this same cloth to clean the glass – see instruction above for cleaning the glass.
Avoid using harsh chemicals, abrasives or solvents when cleaning the surface of the
enclosure.

Outdoor dust cover
§

We recommend the purchase of our custom design-fit dust cover (optional accessory) to protect the
appearance of your enclosure for years to come.
To order accessories, email contact@digiscreens.co.nz

